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Continual Learning
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Continual Learning (CL): 
● Tasks arrive in an online manner which leads to well known 

phenomena catastrophic forgetting.
● 2 common setups: Task-incremental and Class-Incremental.



Continual Federated Learning
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• In Continual Federated Learning, tasks arrive 

to the clients over time.

• Tasks are clearly separated from the global 

model perspective. 

• In CFL, the global model forgets the old 

tasks, which is named as global catastrophic 
forgetting.



Intuition: Transferring Global Knowledge of Old Tasks
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• Centralized CL algorithms prevent the disruption of knowledge acquired from previous 

tasks by transferring the knowledge of old tasks in current learning process.

• Naive adaptation of CL methods in CFL fail because each client transfers only its local 
knowledge which might not reflect the global information. This also requires storage in the 
client side.



Federated Orthogonal Training 
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Objective: Making the updates orthogonal to the old tasks’ global activation subspace for each 
layer. Suppose the model is trained on task 1:

We want to achieve:

where        is the weight of layer   ,       is the input matrix of layer at task 1. Each column 
corresponds to one input for the layer and these inputs are distributed among the clients.

How can we accomplish this in Federated Learning?

When we are training task 2, what we have is:

Now, our goal is:
Make row space of         orthogonal to 
the principal column subspace of X



Federated Orthogonal Training 
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Federated Projected Average: Aggregate the updates and project it to the orthogonal 
subspace of previous tasks.

where       is the local update of client     for layer    and        denotes global principal 
subspace of task 1 for layer   .

(1)

(2)

(3)

How can we extract global principal subspace?



GPSE 
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Global Principal Subspace Extraction (GPSE) 

(server side)
(client side)



GPSE Discussion  
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Communication Cost 
- does not scale with the number of samples 
- bounded by the model size

Computation Cost
- there is no backward pass
- only forward pass and matrix multiplication

Data Heterogeneity: Obtaining principal subspace is 
independent of data distribution.

Privacy : GPSE results in a distributed application of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) 
transform, which has been shown to provide differential privacy guarantee.



Results 
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